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190.348N° of embryos frozen at 31.12 24:00

10.714N° of eggs frozen at 31.12 24:00

10.3921.5686.2527181.854N° of babies borne

8.6241.3535.1135031.655N° of live births

14.7842.4488.5139742.849N° of clinical pregnancies

32.5727.80722.2912.474N° of embryo transfers (ET)

33.847NR29.9353.912N° of embryos / zygotes frozen

62.28613.81048.476NRN° of embryos transferred

136.293NR121.89814.395N° of embryos created

628N° of eggs frozen

198.063NR176.23621.827N° of eggs inseminated/injected

259.593N° of eggs collected

28.874NR25.9942.880N° of aspirations

8.7608.760NRNR- Frozen cycles

32.503NR29.0473.456- Fresh cycles

22.087NRNRNR22.087N° of initiated cycles (started with the intention to treat)

25.532NR22.8702.662NRN° of couples treated

OTHERICSIIVFIUI
TOTAL

Treatment typeART - with partner donation

190.348N° of embryos frozen at 31.12 24:00

10.714N° of eggs frozen at 31.12 24:00

10.3921.5686.2527181.854N° of babies borne

8.6241.3535.1135031.655N° of live births

14.7842.4488.5139742.849N° of clinical pregnancies

32.5727.80722.2912.474N° of embryo transfers (ET)

33.847NR29.9353.912N° of embryos / zygotes frozen

62.28613.81048.476NRN° of embryos transferred

136.293NR121.89814.395N° of embryos created

628N° of eggs frozen

198.063NR176.23621.827N° of eggs inseminated/injected

259.593N° of eggs collected

28.874NR25.9942.880N° of aspirations

8.7608.760NRNR- Frozen cycles

32.503NR29.0473.456- Fresh cycles

22.087NRNRNR22.087N° of initiated cycles (started with the intention to treat)

25.532NR22.8702.662NRN° of couples treated

OTHERICSIIVFIUI
TOTAL

Treatment typeART - with partner donation

SPAINCOUNTRY



NRNRNRN° of sperm units distributed in the year

NRNRN° of embryos frozen at 31.12 24:00

NRNRN° of eggs frozen at 31.12 24:00

1.8871.026861N° of babies borne

1.596834762N° of live births

2.7511.4161.335N° of clinical pregnancies

3.3083.308N° of embryo transfers (ET)

NRNRN° of embryos  / zygotes frozen

NRNRN° of embryos transferred

NRNRN° of embryos  created

NRNRN° of eggs frozen 

NRNRN° of eggs inseminated/injected

NRNRN° of eggs collected

NRNRN° of aspirations

6.1176.117N° of inseminations

2.8842.884NRN° of patients treated

NRNRNRN° of donation

NRNRNRN° of donor

TOTALARTIUIART - with donated sperm

NRNRNRN° of sperm units distributed in the year

NRNRN° of embryos frozen at 31.12 24:00

NRNRN° of eggs frozen at 31.12 24:00

1.8871.026861N° of babies borne

1.596834762N° of live births

2.7511.4161.335N° of clinical pregnancies

3.3083.308N° of embryo transfers (ET)

NRNRN° of embryos  / zygotes frozen

NRNRN° of embryos transferred

NRNRN° of embryos  created

NRNRN° of eggs frozen 

NRNRN° of eggs inseminated/injected

NRNRN° of eggs collected

NRNRN° of aspirations

6.1176.117N° of inseminations

2.8842.884NRN° of patients treated

NRNRNRN° of donation

NRNRNRN° of donor

TOTALARTIUIART - with donated sperm



NRN° of eggs distributed in the year

NRN° of embryos frozen at 31.12 24:00

3.902N° of eggs frozen at 31.12 24:00

4.233N° of babies borne

3.455N° of live births

5.456N° of clinical pregnancies

11.219N° of embryo transfers (ET)

18.531N° of embryos / zygotes frozen

14.092N° of embryo transferred

56.536N° of embryos created

80.351N° of eggs mixed/injected

100.124N° of eggs collected

6.834N° of patients treated

6.808N° of donation

5.402N° of donor

ARTART - with donated eggs



NRN° of embryos distributed in the year

NRN° of embryos frozen at 31.12 24:00

74N° of babies borne

65N° of live births

128N° of clinical pregnancies

339N° of embryo transfers (ET)

295N° of patients treated

618N° of embryos transferred

966N° of embryos donated

NRN° of donation

NRN° of donor

ARTART - with donated embryos
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